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Abstract—High-radix hierarchical networks are cost-
effective topologies for large scale computers. In such net-
works, routers are organized in supernodes, with local and
global interconnections. These networks, known as Dragon-
flies, outperform traditional topologies such as multi-trees
or tori, in cost and scalability. However, depending on the
traffic pattern, network congestion can lead to degraded
performance. Misrouting (non-minimal routing) can be em-
ployed to avoid saturated global or local links. Nevertheless,
with the current deadlock avoidance mechanisms used for
these networks, supporting misrouting implies routers with
a larger number of virtual channels. This exacerbates the
buffer memory requirements that constitute one of the main
constraints in high-radix switches.
In this paper we introduce two novel deadlock-free routing
mechanisms for Dragonfly networks that support on-the-
fly adaptive routing. Using these schemes both global and
local misrouting are allowed employing the same number
of virtual channels as in previous proposals. Opportunistic
Local Misrouting obtains the best performance by providing
the highest routing freedom, and relying on a deadlock-free
escape path to the destination for every packet. However,
it requires Virtual Cut-Through flow-control. By contrast,
Restricted Local Misrouting prevents the appearance of
cycles thanks to a restriction of the possible routes within
supernodes. This makes this mechanism suitable for both
Virtual Cut-Through and Wormhole networks.
Evaluations show that the proposed deadlock-free routing
mechanisms prevent the most frequent pathological issues
of Dragonfly networks. As a result, they provide higher
performance than previous schemes, while requiring the
same area devoted to router buffers.
Keywords-Dragonfly Networks; Routing; Deadlock Avoid-
ance;
I. INTRODUCTION
The search for scalable interconnection networks con-
stitutes a key challenge in the design of highly parallel
systems such as supercomputers and datacenters. Forth-
coming exascale computers will likely employ high radix
routers interconnected by means of a direct hierarchical
topology. The IBM PERCS [1], the Cray Cascade [2], and
the Nvidia Echelon [3] are examples of systems employing
such interconnection approach. Dragonfly networks were
introduced in [4] as two-layered hierarchical networks.
Network nodes (routers) are interconnected by means of
a local topology that groups them on supernodes. These
supernodes are linked by a global topology that constitutes
the whole system. No limitations about the local and
global topologies were established for dragonflies in [4],
but typically the global topology considered has been a
complete graph (all-to-all interconnection) and the local
topology a complete graph (such as in PERCS), or a 2D
flattened butterfly (such as in Cascade). In any case, for
economical reasons, local links are implemented using
electrical wires and global ones with optical links.
Although our results can be generalized to systems
with any local topology, we restrict our attention to a
maximum sized well-balanced network, as defined in [4],
based on complete graphs. Such network is defined by
an integer parameter h. Supernodes are composed of 2h
routers connected by a complete graph K2h. The whole
system is composed of 2h2 + 1 supernodes connected by
a complete graph K2h2+1. Each router has 4h − 1 ports:
h injection/ejection ports for computing servers, h global
ports for global links, and 2h−1 local ports for local links.
The design of an integrated high-degree router for
these networks constitutes nowadays an important issue.
Aries [2], the most modern interconnection technology
from Cray, uses routers of 48 ports, and the Torrent hub
employed in PERCS relies on a switch with 56 ports, [5].
Higher degree tiled routers are expected in the future.
Virtual channels [6], i.e. multiplexed FIFO buffers per
each router port, are commonly used on interconnection
networks for several reasons. Avoiding deadlock and re-
ducing head-of-line blocking (HOLB) are among the most
important ones. In order to design realistic and affordable
high-radix routers, it is compulsory to maintain a reduced
number of virtual channels.
The amount of memory needed to implement the vir-
tual channel buffers also depends on the link-level flow
control mechanism employed. Virtual Cut-Through (VCT)
requires space for a whole packet in the next buffer before
starting to transmit it, [7]. When transmission starts, the
packet can be forwarded on the output port at the same
rate at which it is being received in the input port. This
implementation has been employed traditionally on HPC
system networks, especially when small packets are used
and the router degree is low, for example in torus-based
topologies such as the BlueGene [8]. This is also the case
in Cascade. By contrast, PERCS supports large packets
up to 2KB, and employs links of different speeds, what
complicates the implementation of VCT. Under Wormhole
(WH) flow control [9], packets are subdivided into flits and
buffers only need space to hold a few flits. However, WH
permits blocking packets along different routers. This can
increase network congestion leading to lower performance,
and it complicates the deadlock avoidance mechanism by
introducing extended dependencies, [10]. The selection
between VCT and WH is a trade-off that depends on
several factors as the maximum packet size, links speed,
round-trip times and the area and power budgets.
Depending on the traffic pattern, Dragonfly topologies
can suffer from network congestion due to saturation in
local and/or global links. Non-minimal routing, known as
misrouting, can prevent this congestion. Global misrouting
is used to avoid saturated global links between supernodes,
and local misrouting is used to avoid saturated local links
within a supernode. A good adaptive routing should select
between minimal or non-minimal routing depending on
the network load. One of the problems of non-minimal
routing is that it allows longer paths. If deadlock avoidance
was implemented as in previous proposals, the number of
virtual channels required would increase accordingly. This
would lead to routers with higher design complexity, area
and power consumption.
In this paper we study practicable deadlock-free adap-
tive routing mechanisms, looking for maximum perfor-
mance on Dragonfly networks. We initially consider a
naı¨ve mechanism that requires a large amount of re-
sources, denoted as PAR-6/2. Next, we introduce two
novel deadlock-free adaptive routing mechanisms that
allow for local and global misrouting without increasing
the count of virtual channels with respect to previous
proposals. Specifically, the main contributions of this
paper are:
• We introduce Restricted Local Misrouting (RLM),
a deadlock-free routing mechanism that relies on
a restriction of the allowed routes employed for
local misrouting, which prevents cyclic dependencies.
Since this routing prevents the appearance of cycles,
it works with any flow-control mechanism.
• We introduce a second adaptive routing mechanism
denoted as Opportunistic Local Misrouting (OLM).
With OLM cyclic dependencies can appear. However,
the design guarantees the existence of an alternative
escape path for each packet to reach the final desti-
nation, what avoids deadlock. OLM achieves better
performance than RLM, but it only works using VCT
flow control.
• We evaluate the proposals by detailed simulation. The
results show that both RLM and OLM provide higher
performance than previous solutions using the same
resources. Additionally, the performance of RLM and
OLM is competitive compared to the performance of
naı¨ve routing PAR-6/2, which employs twice as many
VCs in local ports as RLM and OLM.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we discuss some related prior work. Section
III describes the three deadlock-free routing mechanisms
presented in this work. The employed methodology and
the obtained performance results are explained in Section
IV. Finally, we summarize the conclusions of this paper
in Section V.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Dragonfly interconnection networks were introduced in
[4]. When managing uniform traffic, minimal routing ad-
equately exploits the network resources. Minimal routing
requires up to three hops between any pair of routers:
l − g − l (local, global, local). An example of a minimal
path in a Dragonfly network is shown with a green dotted-
dashed line in Figure 1. Minimal routing is appropriate
when the traffic pattern is uniform, since all links are
used evenly. However, depending on the traffic pattern,
some links of the network can saturate. As there is a
single global link between any pair of supernodes, such
link can easily become saturated when multiple nodes
from a given supernode send all their traffic to the same
destination supernode, [4]. We denote this communication
pattern as adversarial-global traffic, ADVG. Similarly,
since there is a single local link between any pair of
routers in a supernode, saturation can occur in local links
when all nodes in a router send their traffic to nodes in
the same neighbor router, [11]. We denote this pattern
as adversarial-local traffic, ADVL. Global saturation can
limit throughput to 1/(2h2 + 1) while local saturation
can limit it to 1/h phits/(node · cycle), [12]. To prevent
performance degradation generated by adversarial traffic
patterns, a load-balancing mechanism can distribute traffic
among alternative links using non-minimal routing.
Valiant randomized routing is used to avoid the per-
formance degradation generated by ADVG, [13]. Valiant
routing sends packets non-minimally towards one interme-
diate supernode among 2h2−1 candidates (any supernode
except the source and destination ones), and then they are
forwarded minimally to the destination. This is denoted as
global misrouting, and it balances the use of global links,
generating paths up to 5 hops long: l−g− l−g− l. Figure
1 shows with an orange fine-dashed line an example of a
path with global misrouting. Interestingly, a pathological
case of local link saturation also occurs when using
global misrouting under ADVG traffic, [12], and can limit
throughput to 1/h. Similarly to global misrouting, local
misrouting can be used within a supernode to avoid a
saturated local links.
Adaptive routing balances traffic among minimal and
non-minimal routes depending on the traffic pattern. A
set of indirect adaptive routing mechanisms for Dragonfly
interconnection networks were proposed in [14]. Among
the proposals presented in that paper, Piggybacking (PB),
which broadcasts status information of the global links
to all adjacent routers inside supernodes, was selected by
the authors as the solution with the best cost/performance
ratio. For each packet, Piggybacking employs source
routing, selecting between minimal or Valiant routing at
injection time. Similar approaches are taken in CRT and
UGAL, also in [14]. Progressive Adaptive Routing (PAR,
[14]), introduces the idea of in-transit adaptive routing
when changing traffic conditions are found at the source
supernode. PAR chooses between minimal and Valiant
(global misrouting) at injection time. However, after a first











Figure 1: Minmal, Valiant and Adaptive routing with local
misrouting routes examples in a Dragonfly interconnection
network.
the minimal global link happens to be saturated. If this
happens, the longest route with PAR will have 6 hops:
l − l − g − l − g − l.
It is known that deadlock avoidance mechanisms can
be costly and can adversely impact performance. The
cost/performance merits of deadlock avoidance solutions
depend, among other factors, on the routing and flow con-
trol mechanisms. Previous deadlock avoidance techniques
for dragonfly networks, [4], [1], rely on a distance-based
method proposed by Gu¨nther in [15]. This method uses
as many virtual channels per link (or router port) as hops
in the longest path allowed in the network. A possible
implementation always injects packets at the first virtual
channel, let us say the one with index 1, and for each hop
the index of the next used virtual channel is incremented
in one unit. The rationale behind this method can be
easily grasped: the last VC never blocks because packets
are about to be consumed; any other previous VC never
blocks because it depends on the following one, in which
packets either advance to a higher VC in the next hop or
are consumed in the current router. In Dragonflies using
this deadlock avoidance technique, any path must use an
ascending sequence of virtual channels. Considering the
longest route with global misrouting (l−g−l−g−l), these
channels would be V C1, V C2, V C3, V C4, V C5. Notwith-
standing, not all router ports need to physically implement
these five virtual channels. In the longest path, the hops
in positions 1, 3 and 5 correspond to local links; the
corresponding VCs will be implemented as lV C1, lV C2
and lV C3 FIFOs on local ports. The hops in positions 2 and
4 correspond to global links and they will be implemented
as gV C1 and gV C2 FIFOs on global ports. Consequently,
the longest ascending VC sequence will be lV C1−gV C1−
lV C2−gV C2−lV C3. Several implementations using 3 VCs
in local ports and 2 VCs in global ports were presented
in [4], [14], [1]. We will refer to this typical configuration
supporting only global misrouting as 3/2 VCs. Similarly,
PAR requires 4 virtual channels in local links and 2 in
global ones: lV C1− lV C2− gV C1− lV C3− gV C2− lV C4.
That is, it needs an extra virtual channel for local ports to
avoid deadlock.
OFAR, introduced in [12], is the only previous proposal
that supports adaptive local and global misrouting. This
generates paths up to 8 hops: 2 of them global and 6 local.
Figure 1 shows with a red dashed line an example of a path
resulting from that adaptive routing mechanism. For dead-
lock avoidance, OFAR relies on an escape deadlock-free
subnetwork, [16], based on a Hamiltonian physical ring
regulated by bubble flow-control, [17], [18]. Although this
mechanism can be implemented without virtual channels,
the poor capacity of the escape subnetwork can become
a system bottleneck leading to a significant performance
drop in congested scenarios. The use of additional con-
gestion management mechanisms to mitigate this problem
has been studied in [19], but still very long paths are
theoretically possible. In addition, this mechanism does
not work with Wormhole flow-control, and the hops on the
escape subnetwork can significantly increase the latency
of some packets, which makes alternative mechanisms
appealing.
III. DEADLOCK-FREE ROUTING PROPOSALS
In this Section we introduce three different deadlock-
free adaptive routing mechanisms for Dragonfly networks.
The two first schemes can deal with both WH and VCT
flow control, while the third one only works under VCT.
At least 3 VCs in local ports and 2 in global ports
(3/2) are required in previous proposals to support global
misrouting. Since the impact on performance of global
links congestion is very high, 3/2 VCs will be the baseline
in terms of cost for our proposals.
All the deadlock-free routing mechanisms introduced
below support in-transit adaptive routing in which pack-
ets can circumvent congested links via local and global
misrouting. Each router tries to forward traffic minimally.
Nevertheless, if minimal routes are congested, packets will
be misrouted off their shorter paths. The longest allowed
route includes one global misrouting and one local mis-
routing per each visited supernode (source, intermediate
and destination supernodes), generating routes of, at most,
8 hops: l− l− g− l− l− g− l− l. Shorter paths are also
possible. Their lengths, between 7 and 1, depend on the
relative positions of the injector and consumer and on the
number of misroutings taken by the packet.
Adaptivity is exploited on-the-fly, the routing decision
can be revisited on each hop. Routing chooses between the
minimal output and one of the possible non-minimal out-
puts using a misrouting trigger based on the credits count
of the output ports. If the minimal output is not available,
a non-minimal output is randomly chosen among those
with an occupancy lower than a given threshold. This
threshold is a percentage of the occupancy of the minimal
queue. Global misrouting will be performed, if necessary,
in the source supernode, either at the source router or
after the first minimal hop as in PAR, [14]. In addition,
local misrouting is allowed at both the intermediate and
the destination supernodes as in OFAR, [12].
Next, the discussion of each proposal will focus on
how to support local misrouting inside supernodes without
jeopardizing whole network-wide deadlock freedom.
A. Naı¨ve: PAR-6/2
This basic mechanism is an extension of the original
PAR in [14], to which we have added support for local
misrouting in the intermediate and destination supernodes.
Deadlock is avoided using the original mechanism from
[15]. Using as many virtual channels as hops in the longest
path and traversing them in ascending order, deadlock
freedom is guaranteed. In this case, as local links could be
used up to six times (one local misrouting per supernode),
six virtual channels are needed on local links to guarantee
ascending order. Hence, a packet traveling through one of
these longest routes will use links and virtual channels in
the following order: lV C1− lV C2−gV C1− lV C3− lV C4−
gV C2 − lV C5 − lV C6.
This simplistic deadlock-avoidance mechanism works
with WH and VCT flow control, without imposing any
routing restriction. However, the large amount of virtual
channels needed would increase the cost and complexity
of the router, what could make it impracticable. Hence,
this proposal will only be considered as a reference.
B. Restricted Local Misrouting (RLM)
We introduce next the Restricted Local Misrouting, a
deadlock-free adaptive routing mechanism that requires
3/2 VCs. This mechanism can be used with VCT and WH
flow control. It is based on avoiding cyclic dependencies
inside supernodes by restricting routing freedom, based
on similar ideas as the Turn Model, [20]. In that work,
the authors show that prohibiting just enough turns to
break all of the possible cycles in a network, produces
routing algorithms that are deadlock free. In the Dra-
gonfly configuration that we study in this work, routers
within a supernode are connected by means of a complete
graph. When local misrouting is allowed, each packet
can traverse, at most, two local links per supernode. The
Restricted Local Misrouting (RLM) mechanism allows
certain 2-hop routes from every source to destination node
so that cycles are never generated. The RLM can be also
applied to other topologies for the local network of a
Dragonfly.
There are different methods to select the set of length-
2 paths that should be forbidden. Each method will de-
termine the number of available routes for each pair of
source-destination routers. In order to accept the traffic
from the h computing nodes attached to each router, at
least h disjoint paths are required between each pair of
nodes (h − 1, plus the 1-hop minimal path). However, a
simplistic mechanism can lead to an unbalanced number
of non-minimal paths for different pairs of routers. We
will examine next how a simple scheme, denoted as sign-
only does not guarantee h−1 non-minimal paths between









Figure 2: Intra-group routers connections in a Dragonfly
network. Some examples of forbidden and allowed hop
combinations with the route restriction technique.
elaborated one which solves this problem, denoted parity-
sign. We will use a small Dragonfly with h = 4 as an
example. Figure 2 shows the interconnection in a complete
graph of the 2h = 8 routers composing a supernode in a
system of this scale.
The simple sign-only approach relies on forbidding a
given turn. links (or hops) are classified according to their
directions. We will refer to a hop (or link) as positive (+)
(respectively, negative −) if it is a hop from a router with
index i to a router j where i < j (respectively i > j).
For example, a hop from router 3 to router 6 is positive.
Local misroutings inside supernodes could be made of
paths (+,+), (−,−), (+,−) and (−,+). We consider as
turns those hop combinations that change direction from
positive to negative or vice versa. The sign-only approach
avoids deadlock by forbidding one of those turns, for
example hop combinations (+,−) starting with a positive
hop and ending with a negative one.
An example of a set of routes that would cause cyclic
dependencies is shown in Figure 2. It shows 3 different
hop combinations:
• Combination 1: From node 0 to 1, through 5; (+,−).
• Combination 2: From node 5 to 0, through 1; (−,−).
• Combination 3: From node 1 to 5, through 0; (−,+).
In this example, Hop combination 1, from node 0 to
node 1, through node 5, would be forbidden by the sign-
only mechanism and no cyclic dependencies would appear.
However, there would not be any non-minimal allowed
route from node 0 to node 1 because they all need to be
(+,−). The number of possible routes of two hops thus
varies depending on the routers indices. Some pairs of
routers would have just the minimal route connecting them
(for example, nodes 0 and 1), while others could have up to
2h−1 routes (for example, nodes 0 and 7). This generates
an unbalanced use of the links in the local networks and,
as a result, a reduced performance. For space restrictions,
we omit the results of this model.
The parity-sign mechanism is our proposed alternative
that overcomes this unbalance problem. This mechanism
considers four types of hops in the local network depend
not only on their direction (sign) but also on their parity.
The links (hops) that connect two routers with different
parity will be denoted as odd links (hops), represented
by black solid lines in Figure 2. For example, the link
connecting router 5 with router 2. Analogously, even links
(hops) connect two routers with the same parity, repre-
sented by black dashed lines in Figure 2. For example, the
link connecting router 1 with router 7. Considering parity
and sign, there are four types of links. Table I shows the
16 possible 2-hop combinations. Sequences of consecutive
pairs of hops are allowed, only if the second pair starts
with the same kind of link as the the previous pair ended.
However, the key idea of the parity-sign mechanism is
that in any (possibly long) sequence, the last link is never
the same as the initial one. This can be guaranteed by
forbidding certain 2-hop paths depending on their link
types.
To do this, each pair of link types in Table I needs to
be marked as Allowed or Not allowed, with the following
criteria. Initially, the column Allowed of the Table is blank.
First, all hop combinations with both hops of the same
kind are set as Allowed, because they can never gener-
ate cyclic dependencies: [odd−, odd−], [even+, even+],
[odd+, odd+] and [even−, even−]. Next, one link type
is selected. The pairs that start with this link type and
are still blank, are marked as Allowed. To prevent cycles
and guarantee deadlock freedom, all the remaining pairs
which end in this link type and are still blank, are marked
as Not allowed. This is repeated with the other three link
types. Depending on the order of link types employed,
the solution will be different. The solution in Table I is
obtained using the order (1) odd−, (2) even+, (3) odd+
and (4) even−. Finally, in order to obtain the set of
allowed intermediate nodes for any pair of routers i and
j, all the remaining routers k are considered: if the hop
combination type(i − k), type(k − j) is Allowed, then k
is a valid intermediate node from i to j. This calculation
can be done in advance and saved in a misrouting table in
node i, or verified at the time of routing a packet in i. A
set of routes generated with this mechanism is deadlock-
free by construction, since cycles can not appear if the
first and last links are different.
The number of routes of two hops between any pair of
nodes allowed by Table I is, at least, h − 1. Considering
also the minimal route of just one hop, this accounts for
the required h routes. In the example of Figure 2, hop
combination 2 (from node 5 to node 0, through node
1), should be forbidden as it is of type [even−, odd−].
This hop combination is represented by a red dashed line
marked as forbidden with a cross. However, a packet could
reach node 0 from node 5 going through nodes 2 and 4
([odd−, odd−]) and 6 ([odd+, odd−]). That means, there
are h− 1 = 3 possible routes of two hops between nodes
5 and 0, plus one direct route.
In a Dragonfly network, if a packet is globally misrouted
Hop combination Allowed Reason
odd− even+ (1) YES
odd− even− (1) YES
odd− odd+ (1) YES
odd− odd− YES
even+ even+ YES
even+ even− (2) YES
even+ odd+ (2) YES
even+ odd− NO (1)
odd+ even+ NO (2)
odd+ even− (3) YES
odd+ odd+ YES
odd+ odd− NO (1)
even− even+ NO (2)
even− even− YES
even− odd+ NO (3)
even− odd− NO (1)
Table I: Possible hop combinations for local misrouting
within supernodes, including which combinations are al-
lowed or not and why with the parity-sign technique.
it traverses 3 different supernodes. Using this technique,
the two-hop routes within supernodes are restricted and
no cyclic dependencies will appear. Hence, packets can
make both hops in the same supernode using the same
VC. As a result, 3 virtual channels in local queues and
2 in global ones are enough to avoid deadlock. Longest
paths will use the following sequence of links and VCs:
lV C1− lV C1−gV C1− lV C2− lV C2−gV C2− lV C3− lV C3.
As it can be seen, the ascending order in the use of VCs
has been violated; a packet can traverse 2 local channels in
the same supernode using the same VC. However, cyclic
dependencies are avoided by restricting those routes that
use the same local VC inside supernodes.
C. Opportunistic Local Misrouting (OLM)
We propose next an alternative deadlock-free routing
that uses 3/2 VCs, but has the same routing freedom as
PAR-6/2. This mechanism, denoted as Opportunistic Local
Misrouting (OLM), requires the use of VCT flow control.
The idea behind this mechanism is that packets can
freely circulate on a network, even creating cyclic de-
pendencies, as long as they always have a deadlock-
free route to their destination that allows breaking such
dependency. Typically, this deadlock-free route is denoted
as escape path. Rather than relying on a deadlock-free
escape subnetwork like the ring proposed in [12], which
restricts the escape routes and is prone to congestion,
OLM employs escape paths in the Dragonfly network
preserving an increasing VC order. The diameter of a two-
level hierarchical network based on complete graphs is 3,
so any packet in any node of the network can reach its
destination using only three hops: l − g − l. In a simple
implementation these hops could employ the last sub-set
of VCs: lV C2 − gV C2 − lV C3. Then, lower VCs lV C1
and gV C1 could be employed to adaptively route traffic
with local and global misrouting, and if a packet could
not advance towards a certain output port, it could always
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Figure 3: Examples of in-transit adaptive routes and the
use of virtual channels.
In order to balance traffic across the different virtual
channels and to reduce the likelihood of cyclic dependen-
cies that decrease throughput, our implementation of OLM
is an evolution from the previous basic idea. With 3/2 VCs,
packets can follow both minimal and Valiant deadlock-free
paths using an increasing order of VCs. However, local
misrouting hops, if allowed, cannot follow such order.
When, instead of a minimal hop, a local misrouting is
done, the distance of a packet to its destination node
remains the same instead of decreasing. To guarantee that
packets can always reach their destination nodes through
an escape route with an ascending order of VCs, the
VC employed for local misrouting needs to be lower
or equal to the current one. Therefore, a packet can be
opportunistically misrouted inside supernodes if it finds
enough space to completely store it in a local VC of
the selected neighbor with equal or lower index than
the previously used one. Thus, packets always have the
possibility of reaching their destination nodes following a
route that uses the virtual channels in the strict increasing
order, what assures deadlock freedom in the network.
In this manner, our implementation opportunistically em-
ploys both minimal and Valiant routes as safe escape paths.
Figure 3 shows three different paths between a source
router S and a destination router D, with the order in which
virtual channels are visited to avoid deadlock.
• Route a) Represents a case when a packet is globally
misrouted to an intermediate supernode at injection
time. That is, gV C1 – lV C2 – gV C2 – lV C3.
• Route b) Represents a case when a packet is globally
misrouted to an intermediate supernode after a first
minimal hop in the source supernode. That is, lV C1
– lV C1 – gV C1 – lV C2 – gV C2 – lV C3.
• Route c) Represents a case when there is a global
misrouting after a first minimal hop in the source
supernode and two local misroutings, one in the inter-
mediate and the other in the destination supernodes.
That is, lV C1 – lV C1 – gV C1 – lV C1 – lV C2 – gV C2
– lV C2 – lV C3.
Route a) employs VCs in the correct ascending order
without exploiting local misrouting. Routes b) and c) use
global misrouting after a first minimal hop in the source
supernode, as in Progressive Adaptive Routing [14]. This
first local detour is possible because there was space for
the whole packet at lV C1 in router 2. In this way, the
packet can continue to destination still having lV C2 and
lV C3 to be used in ascending order at intermediate and
destination supernodes. Route c) performs as well local
misroutings at intermediate and destination supernodes.
Routers 3, 4 and 5 correspond to the intermediate supern-
ode and routers 6, 7 and D correspond to the destination
one. The local misrouting (3, 4) has been possible because
router 4 had space for the packet in its lV C1 queue; lV C2
and lV C3 remain safe to be used in the remainder of the
path. Finally, local misrouting (6, 7) has been possible
because router 7 had space for the packet in its lV C2
queue; lV C3 remains safe to be used in the remainder
of the path. This last local misrouting could be also done
over lV C1.
IV. METHODOLOGY AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS
This section studies the performance of the three
deadlock-free routing mechanisms presented above: PAR-
6/2, Restricted Local Misrouting (RLM) and Opportunistic
Local Misrouting (OLM). For each of these mechanism,
we employ a misrouting threshold chosen sweeping the
possible values. The threshold is selected as a trade-
off between performance under uniform and adversarial
traffic. This process is detailed in Subsection IV-C. We will
compare PAR-6/2, OLM and RLM performance results to
those obtained with minimal, Valiant and Piggybacking
(PB) routing. Minimal routing is the baseline for uniform
traffic and Valiant for adversarial-global (ADVG) traffic
patterns, while PB is the adaptive routing with the best
overall results among those presented in previous works.
To carry out this evaluation, we have implemented
all the previously described mechanisms on an in-house
developed single-cycle simulator that models FIFO input-
buffered routers with VCT or WH flow-control. We model
a maximum size Dragonfly with routers of 31 ports
(h = 8) and complete graphs for the inter and intra-group
interconnects. This network connects 16,512 computing
servers using 2,064 routers organized in 129 supernodes
of 16 routers. The default network latencies are 10 cycles
for local links and 100 cycles for global ones. The size of
each local FIFO is 32 phits, and 256 phits for each global
FIFO, enough for the flow control requirements dictated
by round-trip latencies. We use 2 VCs per global link and
3 per local link and injection queues, except for PAR-6/2,
for which we use 6 VCs in the local ports.
The traffic to evaluate performance is synthetic. Source
nodes generate packets according to a Bernoulli process.
The injection probability is set in phits/(node·cycle). We
employ uniform (UN) and adversarial (ADVG and ADVL)
traffic patterns. With UN, each node in the network sends
traffic to destination nodes randomly chosen among all
the rest of nodes in the network. We denote ADV G+N
the adversarial global traffic in which all nodes in supern-
ode i send their packets to random nodes in supernode
i+N(mod(2h2+1)). Similarly, we denote as ADV L+N
the adversarial local traffic in which all nodes in router i
send their packets to another node in router i+N(mod2h)
of the same supernode. In the ADV G traffic, two patterns
with different severity are examined, ADV G + 1 and
ADV G+ 8. With h = 8, ADV G+ 8 requires both local
and global misrouting to obtain the maximum performance
because of the pathological saturation of a local link in the
intermediate supernode, as studied in [12].
We evaluate next the behavior of the different adaptive
routing mechanisms. We will consider first VCT simula-
tions and then the WH flow control case.
A. Virtual Cut-Through
We evaluate now the performance obtained with each
mechanism with Virtual Cut-Through (VCT) flow-control
considering packets of 8 phits. This scenario of small
packets managed under VCT flow control tries to resem-
ble, in some way, the conditions of a system similar to
the Cray Cascade, which has a payload per packet of 64
bytes, [21].
First, we obtain throughput and latency values for three
different traffic patterns in steady state: Uniform (UN),
adversarial+1 (ADVG+1) and adversarial+8 (ADVG+h,
since h = 8). Figure 4 depicts the latency results, while the
throughput results are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows
that under uniform traffic (UN) the highest throughput is
obtained with PAR-6/2. However, the throughput reached
by the Opportunistic Local Misrouting (OLM) is very
similar, and Restricted Local Misrouting (RLM) is also
very close. It can also be observed in Figure 5a that PAR-
6/2, OLM and RLM, get higher throughput than Minimal
routing. Although Uniform random traffic tends to balance
load in the network, sometimes several packets compete
for the same minimal link. These situations can be avoided
misrouting packets through non-minimal links. Contrary
to Minimal routing, the three on-the-fly adaptive routing
mechanisms allow misrouting, giving as a result a higher
throughput. However, those misroutings increase average
path length and, consequently, average packet latency. This
can be confirmed in Figure 4a. When comparing the three
routing mechanisms proposed in this work, RLM provides
the best latency results. As it can be observed in Figures 5a
and 4a, this three mechanisms present better latency and
throughput values than PB. This is because PB is slower
sensing congestion. Moreover, with PB, when a packet
is misrouted, it has to be sent through a Valiant route,
increasing average latency values. Figure 5b shows that
the in-transit adaptive routing mechanisms reach higher
throughput than Valiant and PB under ADVG+1. In Figure
4b, it can be seen how their latencies also saturate at higher
offered load values. In this case, the RLM presents slightly
better throughput. However, due to the path restriction, the
latency values at low offered loads for RLM are higher.
Figure 4c shows how PB and Valiant routing saturate at
very low traffic loads with ADV G + h. This is because
these routings do not allow for local misrouting. PAR-6/2
and OLM saturate when the offered load is approximately
0.35 and RLM around 0.3. It can be observed in in
Figure 5c that RLM obtains lower throughput than PAR-
6/2 and OLM. This is due to its lower number of allowed
non-minimal paths. The highest throughput obtained by
Valiant and PB is lower than 0.125. The reason for this
is that non of them allows local misrouting. As explained
before, local misrouting is necessary when the traffic is
ADVG+h, due to the pathological saturation of local links
in the intermediate supernode that limits throughput to
1/h = 1/8 = 0.125.
We simulate next a situation that combines adversarial
local and adversarial global traffic. With this traffic pattern
a certain percentage, p, of the traffic sent by each node
will be global (ADVG+8), and the reminder (1− p) will
be local (ADVL+1). Note that both traffics require local
misrouting for maximum performance. In this experiment,
the offered load is always 1 phit/(node ·cycle). Figure 6a
shows the maximum throughput reached as the percentage
of global traffic (ADVG+8) varies. As it can be observed,
all the proposals that support local misrouting obtain
higher throughput than PB. With h = 8 and 0% of
the traffic global (all the traffic is local (ADVL+1)), the
throughput is bounded by 1/h = 12.5% if no misrouting
is allowed. PB routing does not allow for local misrouting
and a realistic implementation would likely prevent global
misrouting when traffic is internal to a supernode, leading
to the maximum of 0.125 phits/(node · cycle). However,
our implementation can send local traffic through a Valiant
path (global misrouting, back and forth to a random
supernode) to increase performance. That is why, as shown
in Figure 6a its throughput approaches 0.5 phits/(node ·
cycle) when all the traffic is local. RLM, PAR-6/2 and
OLM, that permit local misrouting, obtain a throughput of
0.61, 0.79 and 0.79 phits/(node ·cycle) respectively. The
throughput values of the 4 studied mechanisms decrease
as the percentage of global traffic increases. The results
with a 100% of global traffic fit with those in Figure 5c
for an offered load of 1 phit/(node · cycle). On average,
the mechanism with the highest throughput is OLM, even
higher than for PAR-6/2, which needs 6 VCs per local
channel instead of 3.
Figure 6b shows results for a bursts consumption ex-
periment. Each node in the network sends 1000 packets
following the traffic pattern ADVG+8/ADVL+1. The sim-
ulator generates such traffic and reports the cycles required
for the network to consume all the packets. We vary
the percentage of global traffic on each simulation. The
consumption times of our adaptive routing mechanisms
are always significantly lower than for PB. In general,
OLM presents the best result. On average, OLM burst
consumption time is a 36% of the consumption time of
PB. The result for RLM is slightly worse than the result
for OLM. However, its burst consumption time is very
competitive compared to PB. On average, RLM needs just
a 42.5% of the time needed by PB to consume all the
traffic.
B. Wormhole
In this Subsection we evaluate the performance ob-
tained by PAR-6/2, RLM, minimal, Valiant and PB under
Wormhole (WH) considering packets of 80 phits divided






































































































































































































































(b) Burst consumtion time.
Figure 6: Throughput and burst consumption time under
ADVG+8/ADVL+1 traffic, VCT.
as it requires te use of VCT flow-control. This scenario
of larger packets managed under WH flow control tries
to resemble, in some way, the environment of a system
similar to the IBM PERCS, [21].
As in the previous Subsection, we present through-
put and latency values under 3 different global traffic
patterns: Uniform (UN), adversarial +1 (ADVG+1) and
adversarial+8 (ADVG+h). The latency and throughput
results are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The base
latency is significantly higher than in the previous Sub-
section because of the transmission time of the larger
packets employed in this experiment. Additionally, with
WH latencies increase faster with the offered load. This
behavior has been studied before, for example in [22].
Figure 7a shows that under uniform traffic the latency
of RLM is very close to the one of PAR-6/2, both of
them lower than the latency of PB and very close to
the result of minimal routing. Figure 8a shows that the
highest throughput is obtained when PAR-6/2 is employed.
As explained in Subsection IV-A, one reason for the
better throughput obtained by PAR-6/2 is the possibility
of in-transit misrouting. Additionally, PAR-6/2 uses 6
VCs for local ports instead of 3. This higher number of
VCs mitigates the effects of Head-of-Line Blocking and
improves performance. Finally, the throughput of RLM is
very close to the one of PB, but slightly higher.
In Figure 7b, RLM has lower latencies than PB for
all the load range under ADVG+1. Interestingly, RLM
latencies are quite close to the ones obtained by PAR-
6/2. Figure 8b shows that RLM and PAR-6/2 reach higher
throughput than PB, being PAR-6/2 the mechanism that
obtains the highest. Very similar results can be observed in
Figures 7c and 8c, which show the throughput and latency

























































































































































Figure 8: Throughput under uniform (UN) and adversarial traffic (ADVG+1 and ADVG+h) with WH flow-control.
difference in the maximum throughput reached by Valiant
or PB and the in-transit adaptive routing mechanisms is
much higher. Again, this is due to the fact that Valiant and
PB do not allow for local misrouting.
Next, we study the maximum throughput with the adver-
sarial local and adversarial global traffic pattern explained
in Subsection IV-A. Throughput results are shown in
Figure 9a. When all the traffic is local PB obtains a
maximum throughput of 0.39 phits/(node · cycle), while
PAR-6/2 and RLM reach a maximum throughput of 0.59
and 0.54 phits/(node · cycle) respectively. For the three
mechanisms the maximum throughput decreases while
the percentage of global traffic increases. When all the
traffic is global, the throughput for PB is close to 0.125
phits/(node ·cycle), for PAR-6/2 it is 0.39 phits/(node ·
cycle), and for RLM 0.34 phits/(node · cycle). As in
the VCT experiment, the low throughput results of PB are
due to the lack of local misrouting. Overall, PAR-6/2 is the
mechanism that reaches the highest throughput. However,
the throughput obtained by RLM, which needs half the
local VCs needed for PAR-6/2, is also very competitive.
Figure 9b shows results of a bursts consumption experi-
ment. Each node in the network sends 89 packets of length
80 phits divided into 8 flits of 10 phits and he traffic pattern
followed is ADVG+8/ADVL+1. In this experiment the



























































(b) Burst consumption time.
Figure 9: Throughput and burst consumption time under
ADVG+8/ADVL+1 traffic, WH.
so that the total payload sent is as similar as possible to
the experiment in Subsection IV-A. The burst consumption
times for PAR-6/2 and RLM are significantly lower than
for PB. In general, PAR-6/2 shows the best consumption
times, just slightly better than RLM. On average, the burst
consumption time for RLM is a 43% of the time needed
by PB.
C. Misrouting Threshold Selection
Next we study the selection of the misrouting thresh-
old. For each adaptive routing mechanism the misrouting
threshold must be empirically chosen. To make this choice,
the possible values are swept and the best one is selected
from a trade-off between performance under uniform and
adversarial traffic.
To illustrate this threshold selection we show an ex-
ample for RLM with VCT flow-control, which is the
combination with the highest sensitivity to the threshold
value. Figure 10 shows the latency and throughput results
obtained for uniform traffic and Figure 11 for adversarial
traffic ADVG+1. High thresholds (50% and 60%) permit
that more packets are misrouted, so a higher throughput
can be obtained under ADVG+1 traffic as shown in Figure
11b. On the contrary, the throughput under UN is very
poor due to too much misrouting, as shown in Figure
10b. Exactly the contrary happens with lower thresholds,
30% and 40%. Packet misrouting is more unlikely, which
is an advantage to get higher throughput with uniform
traffic and a disadvantage with adversarial traffic. That
can be observed in Figures 10b and 11b respectively. The
intermediate threshold, 45% does not reach the highest
throughput under uniform nor under adversarial traffic.
However, the throughput with both UN and ADVG+1
traffic is very close to the highest. Moreover, it presents
competitive latency values when compared to the other
thresholds, shown in Figures 10a and 11a.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, two practicable deadlock-free on-the-
fly adaptive routing mechanisms that support local and
global misrouting have been presented. These mechanisms
use the same number of virtual channels as previous
standard solutions, 3/2. Nevertheless, both mechanisms
exhibit very noticeable performance improvements. This
has been confirmed by a thorough evaluation process
driven by a detailed simulation. Opportunistic Local Mis-
routing (OLM), with the highest routing freedom, is the
mechanism that obtains the best performance. Compared
to Piggybacking, OLM obtains throughput improvements
of 24.2% and 35.9% under uniform and adversarial global
traffic, and significantly improves network latencies. In
adittion, the burst consumtion experiments show that, on
average, OLM burst consumption time is a 36% of the
time needed by Piggybacking.
In systems that employ WH, with buffers smaller than
the packet size, Restricted Local Misrouting (RLM) ap-
pears as a realistic alternative which does not increase
the number of required virtual channels. Under uniform
traffic its performance is similar to minimal routing, while
under adversarial traffic it clearly outperforms Valiant and
Piggybacking. Moreover, the averge burst consumption
time for RLM is a 43% of the time for Piggybacking.
The performance limitations derived from saturation in
global and local links in large-radix hierarchical networks
grow with the system size. Exascale computers can not


























































Figure 10: Latency and throughput under random uniform





























































Figure 11: Latency and throughput under random adversar-
ial +1 traffic (ADVG+1). Misrouting thresholds sweeping.
limitations. Adaptive routing mechanisms supporting local
and global misrouting are fundamental to prevent these
problems as the design scales. The proposed routing mech-
anisms fulfill the performance and scalability requirements
without increasing the router area or design complexity.
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